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A dazzling new paranormal series for fans of Bella Forrest's Shade of Vampire...~THE VAMPIRE

GIFT 1: WARDS OF NIGHT~When 17-year old Eleira wakes up in a strange, unfamiliar room high

above the redwoods of California, she has no idea what's waiting for her in the dark.A trio of

hauntingly beautiful vampires with a taste for her blood...An ancient sanctuary locked away in

time...And a wicked queen determined to do anything to hold on to her rule.Caught between three

vampire brothers and coveted for her bloodline, Eleira is swept into a world of supernatural magic

where nothing is as it seems and betrayal lurks behind every corner. She must fight for her survival

or risk being made prey for the very creatures who keep her there. But when she discovers a dark,

twisted prophecy with her at its center, she is pulled deep into the heart of THE HAVEN... and

realizes that the vampires she seeks to escape might just be the key to her salvation.~~Â Author's

Note:This book was originally published as The Haven 1: Wards of Night.Â Future books will be

released under The Vampire Gift series title.
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I wasn't sure what to expect with this book since the standard had been set with Stephanie Meyers

but I am very pleased!!!! Wow!!! It did not take long for the story to unfold which I like. There is

nothing worse than when an author drags a plot line out to just fill up space. You will quickly connect

with and "feel" the characters. I like the plot line and pace. She is realistic and yet very creative with

weaving this story. It's a great read since my Twilight obsession. I have read the Shade of Vampire

series and I definitely enjoyed this a LOT more!!

This book was horrible. I'm absolutely blown away that a book written so poorly has such high

reviews. The story begins with the main character E, waking up in captivity. She's in a glass dome,

with a silver rope tying her to a hole in the ground. Her thoughts when she notices that she's tied

up.."bizarre". Yup, This girl has just been kidnapped, her neck is jacked up and she's got a silver

rope tying her to the center of the room and she thinks that it is bizarre, oh wait!? Maybe she's being

pranked... This is definitely how sororities initiate these days... What?! Then she's attacked by one

of her captures and the another comes in the room and all she can think about are his gorgeous

eyes and how his long lashes make him look intense. Barf. This is the entire book, not only is

everything cliched, but it's so stupid it's aggravating. Then there's Raul, the second oldest brother,

who is falling for her and thinking of treason after only talking to the prisoner, E, three times, and

constantly pushing her down or slamming her against walls. Mmkay must be love. Also, he's like

500-600 years old with the intellectual capacity of a 15 year old. There are huge plot holes, the

writing is terrible, the ideas are over used. If you value your time, even a smidgen, skip this book

and find another.

I love the characters in this book! It was written perfectly. The only flaw is having to wait for the next

book in the series :) The anticipation is going to kill me!

I was engrossed throughout the entire book. The fear and passion was really felt I couldn't stop

reading and I can't wait to read the next book. I need to know what happens to Raul when he gets

back to haven with his new vampire and find out what will happen to James and Victoria.

I tried the sample and liked it so I spent the 99 cents and downloaded the rest of the book. I ended

up finishing the book in a couple of hours which I hate. I don't understand why books are so short

these days but that's a whole different subject. Once done I thought long and hard about if I would



review this book. I normally only review a few books here and there and never ever leave bad

reviews. Some people are so mean in reviews it makes me feel bad for the author. But, I decided to

go ahead and write the review. I'm of two minds about this book. While I didn't hate it, I don't love or

even really like it. The writing was not bad at all even if it seemed a bit hurried. The story just didn't

seem to unfold but rather felt jerky. But, it still wasn't bad until I reached the end. That just was bad.

All of a sudden there's this huge twist that is completely unsupported. Almost as if someone decided

the story needed one so there is one. It felt wrong and didn't make sense at all to me. Maybe if there

was more background to it then it would have worked. I'm the type of reader that once I start a

series I must finish them all and see it through to the end but I won't be reading any more of these

and will be deleting the book from my Kindle account. I do hate it though. The book had such

promise from the sample or else I wouldn't have purchased it. I am glad it was under a dollar,

though.

Knight has created an amazing world of vampires and witches. The story was fast paced and full of

suprises! It was one of those books that you end up staying up have the night without realizing. The

sweet blossoming love between Raul and Eleira is beutifully played out, and I can t wait for the next

book to see where it leads.

Loved the book. I couldn't put it down. It's the beginning of a great love story. Anxious for book #2.

At the end of the story the heroine is coming into her own. She has the hero of the story by her side

to help guide her. They still have a lot of dangerous obstacles to overcome. Both have a need to

help human's live a better existence in the vampire world.

Okay, I can't say there were any parts that were slow. The progression was consistent and

blessedly free of tangled plot lines. I enjoyed particularly how clean the story is.Each character has

it's own distinct personality. Each maintains their own personality without fault, so well done for E.M.

Knight. I find some authors get sloppy about staying in character.While the whole book is good, the

best was most certainly saved for last. The ending was so good I can't wait to read the sequel.If you

like Fate Bound, Fang Girl, or early Amanda Hocking, then you will like this.
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